1. Experiments

In this supplementary material, we show additional qualitative results that could not be shown on the original manuscript due to the page limit. In addition, we compare our method with Graph-based Temporal Reasoning Module (GTRM) [4], which is another refiner that can also improve the performance of action segmentation backbone models. Also, we show additional quantitative results related to the Section 4.3.2 in our original manuscript, which use SSTDA [1] or ASRF [5] as unseen backbone models for test while using other models for training our HASR. For example, when ASRF is the unseen model for test, we use segmentation results from MS-TCN [3], SSTDA, and GRU-based model to train our HASR.

1.1. Additional Qualitative Results

Figure 1 shows the additional example refinement results from the proposed Hierarchical Action Segmentation Refiner (HASR). Figure 1(a) shows how HASR refines the segmentation results from ASRF. The given video is from the Breakfast dataset [6], and it is about a human making fried eggs. Even if the frame-level feature information represents the human cooking eggs, the result shows that the action segmentation backbone model (ASRF) misunderstands ‘egg’ as ‘dough’ or ‘pancake’. The refinement result shows that our proposed HASR is able to correct the segment action labels which do not match the frame-level feature information. We suppose this is due to our segment-level representation, which can encode the frame-level features consisting the action segment. We believe that segment-level representations enabled our HASR to reinterpret the given segments, and correct the wrong segment results that do not match the frame-level features.

Figure 1(b) shows another result when our HASR refines the result from the SSTDA. The given video is from the 50Salads dataset [8], and it shows an egocentric video from a human when making a salad. In this video, the human cuts tomato, cucumber, lettuce, and cheese in order. The action segmentation backbone model (SSTDA) predicts that the human cuts lettuce for a while. But it estimates that the human would suddenly peel cucumber, place cucumber into bowl, then place tomato into bowl, even if the cucumber and tomato were already mixed into the salad bowl. The refinement result shows that our HASR successfully corrects these false segmentation results, which are unnatural action sequences for making a salad.

Figure 1(c) shows the result when our HASR refines the result from MS-TCN, which is the unseen backbone model. In other words, in this experiment, the HASR was trained to refine the action segmentation results from ASRF, SSTDA, and GRU-based models, and employed to refine the action segmentation results from MS-TCN. Here, the input video is about preparing a tea, from Breakfast dataset. The result shows that the action segmentation backbone model (MS-TCN) completely misunderstands the whole video. But our HASR successfully corrects these wrong segmentation results, and we claim it is also due to our segment-level representations, which reinterprets the frame-level features consisting the segments.

However, as shown in Figure 1(d), our HASR can also fail even the action segmentation backbone model predicts the correct segmentation results. Here, the input video is about preparing a coffee, from Breakfast dataset, and the ASRF was used as the action segmentation backbone model. The result shows that our HASR misunderstands the action of ‘spoon sugar’ as ‘pour sugar’, which shows that our segment-level representations do not always interpret the video correctly. But still, we claim that our HASR can be an effective tool for improving the performance of action segmentation models. Based on the significant performance gains that were reported in our original manuscript, it can be understood that our HASR succeeds more often than makes this kind of mistake.

1.2. Comparison with Graph-based Temporal Reasoning Module (GTRM) [4]

In this section, we compare the performance gain between our HASR and Graph-based Temporal Reasoning Module (GTRM) [4]. GTRM is another refiner based on the
Figure 1. Additional qualitative results from HASR with various backbone models and datasets. Best view in color. (a) Refinement from ASRF with Breakfast dataset. (b) Refinement from SSTDA from 50Salads dataset. (c) Refinement from MS-TCN from Breakfast dataset, when MS-TCN is the unseen action segmentation backbone model. (d) Failure case from ASRF with Breakfast dataset.

Table 1. Performance gain comparison between HASR and GTRM [4] based on 50Salads and Breakfast datasets. The performance records of GTRM are from their original paper [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F1 @ {0, 25, 50}</th>
<th>Edit Acc</th>
<th>F1 @ {0, 25, 50}</th>
<th>Edit Acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS-TCN (impl. from [4])</td>
<td>73.4 71.0 61.5</td>
<td>67.2 80.2</td>
<td>57.3 53.4 41.4</td>
<td>58.8 60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-TCN + GTRM [4]</td>
<td>75.4 72.8 63.9</td>
<td>67.5 82.6</td>
<td>57.5 54.0 43.3</td>
<td>58.7 65.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>2.0 1.8 1.4</td>
<td>0.3 2.4</td>
<td>0.2 0.6 1.9</td>
<td>-0.1 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-TCN (our impl.)</td>
<td>77.2 74.7 64.8</td>
<td>70.4 80.3</td>
<td>63.5 58.3 45.9</td>
<td>66.2 67.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-TCN + HASR</td>
<td>83.4 81.8 71.9</td>
<td>77.4 81.7</td>
<td>73.2 67.9 54.4</td>
<td>70.8 69.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>6.2 7.1 7.1</td>
<td>7.0 1.4</td>
<td>9.7 9.6 8.6</td>
<td>4.6 2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that the performance gains of GTRM is higher than ours with respect to the frame-wise accuracy. This shows that the refinement process by considering the relation between segments is meaningful as [4] suggested. However, when considering the segmental edit and F1 scores, the performance gain of our HASR is generally

...
higher than that of GTRM, even if the performance of the backbone model (MS-TCN) is higher from our implementation. This shows that our HASR solves problems such as over-segmentation better than GTRM, and the quality of the segments refined by HASR is higher. Based on this result, we would like to highlight that solving the action segmentation refinement problem can be more effective if the refiner can consider the hierarchical video representations as we suggest.

1.3. Additional Quantitative Results for Sec. 4.3.2

Table 1.3 shows the additional refinement results when SSTDA or ASRF are used as unseen backbone models for test. For example, when using ASRF as the unseen backbone model for test, we use segmentation results from MS-TCN, SSTDA, and GRU-based model for training our HASR. The results show that the performance gain of unseen SSTDA is larger than the one when SSTDA was used for training HASR (Check Table 1 and 2 in our original manuscript). However, it is shown that the performance gain of unseen ASRF is lower than our expectation, which implies that the dataset collected from ASRF is critical when training our HASR with ASRF as a backbone segmentation model. But still, we would like to claim that the performances are improved in general, which implies that HASR can correct out-of-context segment labels for unseen backbone models such as SSTDA and ASRF, which is more advanced compared to MS-TCN and GRU-based model.

Note that these experiment results are based on the GTEA and 50Salads dataset. We were not able to obtain the result from Breakfast dataset since it is very time consuming. The relevant results will be released to our code repository webpage
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